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The risks of cross-contamination in healthcare facilities are always higher, which requires strict 

adherence to proper hygiene standards and protocols. For this to be possible in busy healthcare 

facilities, it is essential that cleaning tasks are simplified, and optimized for efficiency.

The first course of action for our hygiene consultant was to shadow cleaning staff as they 

carried out their duties, and perform swab tests to determine the efficacy of current protocols.

Though the facility met national acute care cleaning standards, it became apparent that there 

was room for further optimization. 

The benefits of our joint efforts and consultative approach appeared in the results:

Cleaning protocols were optimized, and training was provided for the implementation 

of WetTask™.

The Challenge

The Approach

Raising hygiene standards 
in the healthcare industry

Facing constant pressure to overcome complex challenges in a dynamic environment, 

facilities and environmental service managers (ESM) are always looking to improve processes. 

One ESM, who represents an Australian acute care facility, engaged our hygiene consultant 

for this exact reason.
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The monitoring of cleaning operations was one such area. 

the ESM was facing a recurring challenge. Limited visibility 

into cleaning operations was also a major concern for 

hygiene and cleanliness. 

The ESM’s main challenge was 

about managing and controlling 

cleaning operations in a large 

facility. As the cleaning team was 

small and constantly stretched, it 

was difficult to ensure that they 

were consistently following 

the protocols.
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The Learnings

Cleaners would wipe surfaces with a pre-saturated wipe and then remove 

the soapy residue left behind with a paper towel. This removed the 

chlorine-based chemical, an important part of the cleaning process meant 

to be left on the surface.  

Walls where patients’ medical charts were placed would sometimes be left 

out of cleaning protocols. This increased the risk of cross-contamination 

as different medical staff would handle these charts throughout the day, 

which brought their hands into contact with the chart as well as the 

wall surface.

Cleaners had to retrieve multiple pieces of equipment – such as open 

buckets – and dissolve the solvents before wiping. These processes 

proved to be inefficient, which was compounded by the fact that staff 

would perform their duties in their own way. It also resulted in inconsistent 

solvent saturation on each wipe.

Residual chemicals left on surfaces

Infrequent cleaning of high touchpoint areas

Complex and time-consuming workflows

With a better understanding on how to optimize 

existing practices, our hygiene consultant proceeded 

to test a series of changes with WetTask™. 

The trial showed clear results and showcased 

a stark difference in hygiene readings and 

operational efficiency. 

Encouraged by the outcomes, the ESM 

made the immediate decision to move 

forward with WetTask™.

Product images for illustration only, product 
models may vary by country.  Results were based 

on customer’s use of SKU #7919 and SKU #6101.
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How successful were the trials?

By dispensing disposable wipes pre-saturated with required solvents, WetTask™ streamlined 

cleaning operations and improved cleaning efficiencies¹. 

With the introduction of the system, our hygiene consultant began training cleaning 

supervisors and staff in best practices to facilitate a smooth transition to the new 

cleaning protocols.

Surfaces were found to be cleaner after implementing WetTask™. Swab data for the button 

outside the lift indicated readings between 10 - 15 with the previous cleaning protocol and 

between 0 - 5 with WetTask™ — an 80% improvement² in surface hygiene.

Surfaces Previous cleaning 
protocol

215-220

20-25

5-10

5-10

20-25 89.65%

15-25 22.22%

0-5 66.67%

0-5 66.67%

WetTask™ Percentage 
Improvement2

Ward Computer 
Cart keyboard

Patient Room 
Window Ledge

Patient Bed Tray

Ward Computer 
Cart Mouse

“Easy to use,
just grab a wipe!”

- Staff member in the
Australian acute care facility

*ATP Swab test readings3 taken after surfaces were cleaned.
Higher readings indicate that additional cleaning needs to be performed.

Product images for illustration only, product 
models may vary by country.  Results were based 

on customer’s use of SKU #7919 and SKU #6101 
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All names, logos and trademarks are the property of Kimberly-Clark Worldwide, Inc. ©KCWW.  
All Rights Reserved. Visit to this site and use of the information hereon is subject to our Terms of Use 
and Privacy Policy.

References:

1. Compared to customer’s previous cleaning equipment of pre-saturated wipes, based on onsite observations conducted
in Australia.

2. Percentage improvement compares the cleaning efficiency of pre-saturated wipes and WetTask™ when both cleaning
tools are used to clean the same surface. Values are calculated by taking the difference between the average swab value
of the surface cleaned by the pre-saturated wipes and the average swab value of the surface cleaned by WetTask™,
divided by the average swab value of the surface cleaned by the pre-saturated wipes.

3. The ATP test is a process of rapidly measuring actively growing microorganisms through detection of adenosine
triphosphate. This test is intended to be a guide only. The ATP SystemSure Plus Machine is manufactured by a third
party and is subject to a number of limitations outlined in its product information guide: Click on this link for reference.
Accordingly, KCP makes no guarantees about the accuracy of the testing results. Any reliance that you place on the are
at your own risk. We recommend basing any decisions on your own investigations. 4 Based on the usage

4. Based on the usage of WetTask™ SKU #6101

5. Based on data provided by the WetTask™ customer, where a comparison was made between the average monthly usage
of pre-saturated wipes and the number of WetTask™ wipes used during the trial (from March to July, 2020). Actual
consumption may vary from customer to customer.

Deploying WetTask™ delivered 

immediate benefits that continue 

to this day. 

Usage of wipes4 has been reduced 

by more than 60%5, and cleaners 

now have a consistent, efficient, and 

hygienic cleaning process that helped 

improve surface hygiene². 

Overall, the change to WetTask™ helped the 

acute care facility save time and introduce efficient 

cleaning processes — while maintaining superior 

hygiene standards.

WetTask™ continues to deliver efficient 
cleaning and superior hygiene

Visit our website for more information

Product images for illustration only, product 
models may vary by country.  Results were based 

on customer’s use of  SKU #7919 and SKU #6101

Usage of wipes⁴
reduced by more than

60%5

https://www.hygiena.com/food-safety-solutions/atp-monitoring/systemsure-plus/
https://home.kcprofessional.com/APAC/WetTask

